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Soph Girls To Billy Murphy's Kishon Triumphs Again At
4-A Players Will Close
Season With Production Assist Rhythm Noted Band To
Penn Relays In Hammer;
And Romance Be Ivy Feature
Of Popular Play'Granite' Surprises and Novelties Will Popular Acclaim Brings Back
Places In Discus And Shot
Mary Abromson and Owen Dodson Make
Final Appearances As Danes Work is
Presented at Little Theatre
ENGLISH COAST ACTS AS SCENE OF PLAY
WHICH WILL BE HELD THURSDAY, FRIDAY

Presentation is Marked by Much Psychological and
Physical Action; Has Been Named As
Favorite in Drama Classes Here
The 4-A Players will close a most successful season with performances of Clemence Dane's powerful play, "Granite", on tomorrow and Friday evenings at 8:00 in the Little Theatre. The presentation should be the most memorable of the year, for it offers a
variety of attraction.
To begin with, Mary Abromson
'36 and Owen Dodson '36 will be making their farewell appearances on the
Little Theatre stage. It is fitting that
the parts they are playing in "Granite" should be so perfectly adapted to
their capabilities. The unquestioned
excellence of the rest of the cast, all
tried and true veterans, makes the
success of the play a surety.
A Store of Action
The play, itself, should prove to be
the most popular of the season. It is
one of the favorites in Professor Berkelman's drama class, which shows
that it has student appeal. It offers
a store of both psychological and physical action. The author, Clemence
Dane, has had remarkable success
both as a novelist and dramatist. Her
plays, "Bill of Divorcement", which
was made into an excellent movie, and
"Will Shakespeare", one of the best
of modern historical dramas, have
placed her in the front rank of living
dramatists.
The scene of "Granite" is the island
of Lundy, a few miles off the English
coast. The period is the 1820's. The

granite

foundation

of

(in*

inland

seems to have solidified the hardness
and avariciousness of most of the
characters in the play. The stage set
will attempt to catch the effect of
granite in the house itself. Jonathan
Bartlett '38 has the role of Jordan
Morris, as hard and cold as the granite of the island. Mary Abromson '36
plays the part of Judith, Jordan's
emotional wife, who hates the drabness of the island and longs to get
away from it. Owen Dodson '36 is
cast as the Nameless Man who comes
to the Morris household in a raging
storm, and is sheltered by Judith. The
subsequent action of the play is built
around his mysterious figure. This
character is a perfect example of
modern expressionism, for allegorically speaking, he is the personification of Judith's anger. Prosper,
Jordan's half-brother, is played by
Robert Crocker '38, while Marjorie
Hewes '39 has the role of Penny Holt,

"Colletre in the spring, um mm,
um mm,
"Hearts begin to dance, um mm,
um mm;"
Or should we sav, "Feet begin to
dance"? For on the evening of May
first, Mademoiselle Spring will be
mistress of ceremonies at the annual
Sophomore Girls' Dance. Here flower-like dresses and spring suits will
make their debut—hurray, no tuxes!
The programs are novel: instead of
naming each dance by number as
usual, it will be named by a songtitle—some favorite hit. which will be
played during the dance.
The music is to be furnished by the
Bobcats, better than ever. And don't
miss the entertainment by those outstanding merrymakers, Bob Fish '36,
John Garrity '37, and Nils Lennartson '36, accompanied by Stan Sherman '36 on the banjo.
The committee in charge is as follows: Chairman, Alberta Keane;
subscriptions, Grace Jack; attendants,
Anita Gauvreau; refreshments, Mary
Chase; programs, Evelyn Jones. Eleanor Dearden has charge of the chaperones, who are to be Professor and
Mrs. Samuel Harms and Dr. and Mrs.
Arthur Leonard.
Surprise! Several surprises await
you during the evening. And you
should save the fifth dance for your
escort, so they say. So—we'll see you
and your own "maybasket" there.

Boston Y Team
Run Tracksters
Here Saturday
Robert Crocker
the pretty,

winsome little maid-ser-

vant in the Morris home. John Smith
'38 plays the part of the clergyman.
Weird Atmosphere
In the weird atmosphere of the drab
room of the granite house, an atmosphere pervaded by the off-stage
sounds of the wailing wind, the beating rain, and the mocking laughter of
the Nameless Man, as he crouches in
the shadows of the fireplace, these
characters live through four acts of
intense, emotional drama.
The play is being directed by Millicent Thorp '37, newly-elected president of the 4-A Players. The production staff consists of Clark Noyes '37,
stage manager; Seranush Jaffarian
'37, costume mistress; Trenor Goodell
'39, property manager; Francis Clark
'37, business manager; Evelyn Kelser
'37, prompter, and Earl Dias '37, publicity manager. Tickets are on sale
at the College Bookstore.

"In Spring, A Young
Man 9s Fancy Turns..."
By Evelyn Kelser
Some people go to Paris in the
spring, a few of us more conservative
ones remain here at Bates. There
really isn't much difference. Of
course we have no Eiffel Tower, but
then there's a fine view from the windows of the geology "lab". We can
see the campus all green and glowing
(that is, if it hasn't snowed the night
before), the co-eds parading in their
new spring finery of "heliotrope" or
"London Tan" (it's probably pride
alone that keeps them warm) and the
"eds" in resurrected light trousers—
and not so light shoes.
While Paris has its parks to offer
as rendezvous for budding romances,
each girl's dormitory here at Bates
is provided with especially comfortable front steps to accommodate
those gentlemen, addicted to the wide
open spaces, who feel that the reception rooms are—shall we say, "restraining"? Ah! well, boys will be
boys—especially in the spring—and
porches, porches. Speaking of porches,
the one on Parker Hall seems to need
an extension, the men overflow, some
reclining on the steps like modern
Mt. Olympuses (or more appropriately, Mt. Davids), and some even reaching the two by four plot of grass in
front of the building. When they
get that far, they start in with putting practice. Maybe they're just digging for fishing worms.
I don't know whether this inspiring
time of year brines out the would-be
athletes among the French or not.
Perhaps that phase of the spring is
exclusive at Bates. However, I'm
quite sure I've never seen any Parisian mademoiselles running around in
blue gym bloomers and goose-flesh,
swatting at tennis balls the way our
co-eds do. And as I recall, I doubt
very much if Maurice Chevalier turns
out in shorts like our mile and dash
men, and races around a track to keep

be Features of Their
May Dance

from freezing. It takes the beefeaters of Bates to stand up under
such an ordeal.
Even the "profs" get spring fever.
At least it must be something that
makes them so warm they raise all
the windows sky high and turn the
classrooms
into
veritable
wind
tunnels.
Ah! but spring is not without its
sorrows. The campus "widow-season"
has started once more, only this time
its baseball instead of football that
tears the young lovers apart. Mourning becomes Electra! And while on
unpleasant subjects,_ Doc Fisher tells
us that warm air holds more moisture
than cold; it must also hold more
odors. Have you noticed how potent
the smells of the "chem. lab." become
in the spring? It's as sure a forecast of warmer weather as the appearance of the first fat robins.
Statistics show that the town-girls'
popularity with their sister co-eds
notably increases during the months
of April, May. and June. The poor
inmates of the "dorms" have to stay
off campus somewhere if they want
to go to The Pier on Saturday nights.
Those that don't go to The Pier, go
to Chase Hall instead. Latest reports
from that popular resort show that
the dances .are becoming more and
more couple affairs rather than the
regular stag "nab and grab".
And if you aren't yet convinced
that spring has really come to Bates,
just look around (you'd better look
around if you value your life) at the
sudden crop of cars that has sprung
up among our poverty-stricken students. Why even the "Beer-Chaser"
is resplendent in a new coat of paint.
So, my friends, let me urge you to
cancel that passage to Paris, and stay
here at Bates for the season. It's
much more amusing, and though we
can't offer you the Riviera, the river
bank is close at hand.

The Bates-Boston Y meet scheduled
for Saturday has several unusual features. It is a good chance to compare the long mooted question of the
superiority of the college or club runners.* Bates is probably the strongest
college team in New England, while
the Boston Y scored more points at
the N.E.A.A.U. meet in Providence
this winter than any other club. They
won the national Y relay championship in New York, also, their times
compare favorably with the college
times: Eldridge, 51 sec; Pannier, 52
sec; Daugherty, 52:3 sec; and Callahan, 52:2 sec. The same night the
rest of the Y squad was winning the
Rhode Island-Massachusetts Championship.
Bates Has Contact With Team
Bates has had long personal contacts with the Y. No Y squad in recent years has failed to have a Bates
man, or prospect on it. Wally Viles
won the 1000 for the Y before coming here; Jack Buddington and Swede
Nelson have competed for them; and
this squad will have Rutzki, a former
javelin thrower. Allan Roberts, who
is capable of a 4.35 mile, has made
application, for admission here for
next year's freshman class. Roberts
won the 1500 metre N.E.A.A.Y. championship this winter. He is trained
by Paul Kanaly, the Yale track
coach's son, and a two-miler of national fame.
Walking Meet Will Be Feature
Among the events will be one that
hasn't been seen on a Bates Outdoor
Track since before the war. Louis
Welch, at one time member of a world
record holding two mile relay team
while at Boston College, and winner
of the N.E.A.A.U. senior walking
title for the past six seasons, and
former holder of the 1500 metre walking: record, will compete against
Julius Steinberg, an Olympic candidate for the event, and Dick DuWors
of the freshman class. This does not
count in scoring.

Unit Which Was a Hit
Last Year

■

—-

The social season it Bates will be
climaxed this year as usual by the
Ivy Hop, May 26. T>e unusual feature of this dance w II be the return
by popular approval of Billy Murphy
and his Royal Arcadian Band which
has just completed a very successful
season on the G**t White Way in
New York, playing at the sophisticated Arcadian Hal' Room.
Ever since the first .signs of spring
dance minded undergraduates have
been asking about the Junior Class
spring dance and pho would provide
music for the occasion. John Garrity,
chairman of the dance, noting the
consensus of opinion for Billy Murphy
and his band sent communications to
the band leader to arrange for the Ivy
Hop. Garrity is being assisted by
Nick Pellicani. Berna-d Marcus, Elizabeth
McDonald.
and
Kathryn
Anton Kishon
Thomas.
The motif for the affair will be a
summer garden. The committee is being assisted by Clark Noyes, who has
made several sets for the dramatic
organizations on can,pus.
Those who arolaiired the music of
Billy Murphy last jvar will be more
than pleased this year when they note
the vast improvemei : in his musical
Junior Chamber 'of Commerce To
organization.
Reservations per couple are three
Sponsor Thursday and Fridollars. They may be made through
day Affair
any member of the committee.

Tony Retains His Records But
Does Not Equal Last
Year's Marks

Trojan Women
Will Be Annual
Senior Drama
"Trojan W-men" by Euripides has
been selected as the twenty-fourth
annual Greek yuy. It will be given
on Saturday ev-^r-Rr. June 13, durinn
front of
Commencement
Coram Library.
Coached by Louise Geer '36 and
Owen Dodson '36, the cast is composed of nineteen seniors. Ruth Coan
'36 plays the role of Hecuba with the
part of Andromache beine played by
Lenore Murphy '36. Doris Maxim '36
takes the part of Cassandra and Bernice Dean '36 assumes the role of
Helen. Menelaus is played by Louis
Revey '36. and Talvthihius by Sumner Libbey '36. Priscilla Heath '36
is the leader of the chorus which
consists of Ellen Bailey '36, Kathleen
Torsey '36, Carolyn Blake '36, Marv
Ham '36, Antoinette Bates '36, Carolyn Jerard '36, Muriel Underwood '36,
Delia Davis '36, Kleanor Morrison
'36, Elizabeth Do,,little '36, Bernice
Winston '36, and Matilda Barattiero
'36.
Deals With Kail of Troy
The Greek play an annual Commencement week event, had to be
omitted last year because of the illness
of Professor Grosvenor May Robinson.
Translated from the Greek by Gilbert
Murray, it is an anti-war play dealing with the wives and daughters of
the Trojan leaders directly after the
fall of Troy. It takes place just outside the walls of that city. According
to a statement by Owen Dodson '36,
one of the two coaches, the coaches
are "trying to emphasize the naturalness rather than the statunsqueness
of the drama, at the same time endeavoring to keep the beauty of the
blank verse."
The Faculty Advisers are Professor
Angelo P. Bertocci and Professor
George M. Chase. The Class Comn 'ti.ee on the play consists of Sumner
Libbey '36, chairman, and William
Swallow '36, Owen Dodson '36, Lenore
Murphy '36, and Priscilla Walker '36.

m., Annual Meeting, Phj Sigma Iota,
Debating Room, Chase Hall, arrangeu
by the Officers of the Chapter; 4.15 p.
m., Annual Meeting and Luncheon of
Alumni Council, Chase Hall, arranged
by the Officers of the Council; 8.00
p. m., Annual Meeting, General
Alumni Association, Upper Assembly
Room, Chase Hall, arranged by the
Officers of the Association; Alumni
Night, Chase Hall, arranged by the
Alumni Committee, Frances Cronin
'32, Chairman.
Saturday, June 13: g.00 a. m>
Alumni Parade and Carnival, arranged by Alumni Secretary and
Class Reunion Representatives; 2.00
p. m., Class Day Exercises of the
Class of 1936, College Campus, arranged by the Class Committee; 4.30
p.m., President's Reception, President's House, arranged by Committee
Chairman, Aletha Rollins Harms;
6.15 p. m., Annual Meeting and Luncheon of Alumnae Club, Chase Hall
Lounge, arranged by the Officers of
the Club; 8.00 P- m., Band Concert
and Campus Illumination, arranged
by Professor G. M. Robinson; 9.00 p.
m., Greek Play, "Trojan Women", at

By George Lythcott

And history repeats itself—to be sure, to be sure! Anton Kishon,
Bates' premier weight man, has for his second successive year
been victorious at the Pennsylvania Relays. At this 42nd running
of the annual Penn relays, our Tony won the hammer throw with
a heave of 164 ft. l3/j. in.; tossed the discus 146 ft. 10V4 "i-. to
place second in that event, and snagged a fifth place in the
shot-put.

Although Kishon was slightly below
his last year's form, one can safely
say that as the season progresses he
will hit his stride, and even surpass
last season's records. Kishon holds the
Penn Relay hammer throw record at
171 ft., and his heave Saturday at
Philadelphia is exceptionally good,
considering the fact that this was his
initial trial in hammer throwing competition this year.
Spurred on by last year's victories,
the western teams went on this year
Game Away Thursday Will to dominate the meet again. Four relay records were smashed; two of
See Revamped Outfit
which were broken by the Flyers,
from the University of Texas—Ohio
Fully Tested
State and Michigan won major relay
races also. And had it not been for
The Garnet pastimers, slightly the such individual stars as Kishon and
worse for wear as a result of their Wood, and the Manhattan University
southern crusade which cost them distance medley relay team, the meet
Captain Bill Callahan. will invade might have ended in a landslide for
Seavern Field at Waterville tomorrow- the Westerners. As it was, the boys
afternoon at two o'clock, there to do east of the Mississippi took their
battle with the Colby Mule, the worst drubbing in the history of the
champions, in the first game cf the meet.
Owens Stars
State series. The pale blue has already tasted victory with a win over
The individual stars of the meet
the University of Maine in an exhibi- were Jessie Owens, the Buckeye
tion game played last week. Bates Flash, and Walter Wood of Cornell—
lost a heart-breaker to Bowdom at each captured two first places. Owens
Brunswick, 12 to 8, in the season's easily took the 100 meter dash and
opener.
set a new carnival record at 10.4 sec.
Strengthened by the fine stick work Eulace Peacock, former holder of the
of Stan Bergeron and Bill Johnson, record, was unable to defend his title,
two first year men, the garnet nine as he was forced out of competition
should be a formidable factor in the Friday with a pulled muscle. Owens'
race for the flag. The yawning chasm leap of 23 ft. 5-8 in. was sufficient to
at third base left by last year's cap- win the broad jump. Wood of Cornell,
tain, Chick Toomey, will be filled by on Friday, won both the shot-put and
either Joe Pignone or George Morin. the discus throw. His heave of 150
The pitching department paced by the ft. 11* in. fell far short of Kishon's
veteran Bob Darling, looks to be even record in that event last year.
So ends the 42nd running of the
stronger than that of last year. Bob
Malone and Goon Webster, freshmen, Annual Pennsylvania Relays—East is
evidently have plenty of stuff if their East and West is West, and never the
early season work is any criterion. Bob twain shall meet.
Malone did a swell job on the mound
for the first five innings of the North- four-hit pitching by their ace, Weir.
Four starts and four defeats, not
eastern game limiting them to three
runs. Coach Morey then removed Ma- such a good record. However, the ball
lone because of his lack of experience, team has well remembered the old
the fact that it is very early in the axiom—don't ever alibi, your friends
season, and that his speed cannot last don't need alibis and your enemies
a whole game. Verdelle Clark then won't believe them. The State series
proceeded to blow the game. Darling has not yet started, and benefited by
stopped the Huskies' rally and set having played three games in the
them down with only one hit for the southern climes the club will undoubtremainder of the game. Boston Univer- edly give more than a good account
sity smothered the team with a score of itself. We'll see you at the first
of 16 to 6. The University of New home game—because since when was
Hampshire pasted the nine to the a Morey coached team not wortl gotune of 11 to 2 behind remarkable, ing to see?

Diamond Crew
Show Faces Colby In
Series Opening

Several Bates students will participate in the Spring Handicraft and
Hobby Exposition, sponsored by the
Lewiston Junior Chamber of Commerce, to be held in the Lewiston
Armory, Thursday evening, from 6 to
11 p. m., and Friday from 1 to 5 in
the afternoon and from 6 to 11 in the
evening.
The college committee, appointed
by Nelson F. Cartwright. project director of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, is composed of James Foster '38, Chairman, and Clifton D.
Gray, Jr., '36, Fred Smyth '36, Willard Whitcomb '38, and Marjorie
Fairbanks '36.
According to James Foster '38,
committee chairman, the college exhibition will consist of four parts:
Mineralogy, which is under the direction of Clifton Grav. Jr.. '36, assisted
by Mitchell Stashkow '37 and Arthur
Cummings '38; Physics, under the direction of Robert Harper '37; Biology,
under the direction of Willard Whitcombe '38, assisted by Paul Buchanan
'38 and Emery Swan '38; Photography, under the direction of Fred
Smyth '36, assisted by Richard Fullerton '38 and James Foster '38. The
Mineralogy exhibit will feature a
model geyser and a collecton of fluorescent minerals and Maine minerals.
The Photography exhibit is composed
of an unusual collection of enlargements from various campus photographs.

May 7 Set As Date Of
Musical Clubs Concert
Under the direction of Professor Seldon Crafts the third anni'»l concert of all the Bates musical clubs will be held on May 7
at 8 o'clock in the Bates Chapel.
The organizations participating
will be the Orphic Society, the
Men's Glee Club, and the Bates
Choral Society consisting of sixty
members.
Among the soloists to be featured are Beatrice Grover '36,
Mary Chase *38, James Carter
'37, Winston Keck '38, Arthur
Axelrod '36. An admission of
thirty-five cents will be charged.

Commencement Program Announced
The program for the seventieth
commencement has recently been announced:
Tuesday, May 26: 8.30 a. m., Seniors' Last Chapel, arranged by the
Class Committee, D. M. Stetson,
Chairman; 4.30 p. m.. Class Work
Ends; 8.30-1.00 a. m., Junior Ivy Hop,
Chase Hall, arranged by the Class
Committee, J. J. Garrity, Jr., Chairman.
Wednesday, May 27: 2.00 p. m., Ivy
Day Exercises of the Class of 1927,
Alumni Gymnasium, arranged by the
Class Committee.
Saturday, May 30: Memorial Day.
Thursday, May 28, to Tuesday noon,
June 9: Final examinations.
Friday, June 12: 10.30 a. m., Quarterly Meeting, Debating Room, Chase
Hall, of Executive Committee of the
Alumni Council; 2.00* p. m., Annual
Meeting, Bates Chapter D.S.R., Debating Room, Chase Hall, arranged by
the Officers of the Chapter; 3.00 p.
m., Annual Meeting of President and
Trustees at Libby Forum; Annual
Meeting, Gamma Chapter, P B K
Music Room, Chase Hall, arranged by
the Officers of the Chapter; 4.00 p

WOOD OF CORNELL AND OWENS ALSO
STAR; BOTH TAKE TWO FIRST PLACES

Students Have
Part In Local

Hobby

-

Coram Library, arranged by Class
Committee, S. A. Libbey, Chairman,
Professors A. P. Bertocci and G. M.
Chase, Faculty Advisers; 10.00 p. m.,
At Home by the Class of 1916, Chase
Hall, arranged by Harlene Kane Stillman, Chairman.
Sunday, June 14: 3.30 p. m., Baccalaureate Exercises, Chapel, arranged by Professor S. T. Crafts; 8.00
p. m., Musical Program, Chapel, arranged by Professor S. T. Crafts;
10.00 p. m., Candlelight Communion
Service, arranged by Professor R. L.
Zerby.
Monday, June 15: 10.00 a. m., Seventieth Annual Commencement, Chapel—Four Student Speakers—arranged
by Professor A. N. Leonard; 12.00 m.,
Commencement Dinner, Alumni, Gymnasium, arranged by Professors G.
E. Ramsdell, P. D. Wilkins, N. E.
Ross; 9.00 p. m., Senior Class Dance,
Chase Hall, arranged by Class Committee, J. Biernacki, Chairman.
Tuesday, June 16: Freshman and
Sophomore Committee Meetings.
Wednesday, June 17: 8.00 Advisory
Committee Meeting; 8.30, Last Faculty Meeting.

Tennis Girls7 Favorite;
Men Like Track Best
By E. S. and G. W.
The spring athletic period, from
Easter till June, began last week and
is now in full swing, in spite of the
chilly weather.
Among the co-eds, tennis is the favorite spring sport, having a registration of seventy. Juniors rank highest in this sport, boasting of thirtyone. Three tennis courts behind
Parker Hall have been pressed into
use for this group during the class
hour. Sixteen sophomores and twentythree freshmen are signed also for
tennis.
Speedball is the next highest sport,
with a registration of forty-six. This
year it is equally a favorite with both
sophomores and freshmen, each having twenty-three. The juniors, who,
in their increasing age, are feeling
the urge for a less strenuous sport,
have no class in speedball, the few
who signed having gone over to
tennis.
Archery follows close behind speedball—forty-five girls have signed for
it. The sophomores are most keen on
it, with twenty-three up-and-coming
young archers. The juniors have
eighteen and the freshmen five.
A course in swimming at the "Y",
in Auburn, is given for twenty-two
girls. There are seven in a life-saving course, two juniors, one sophomore, and four freshmen. The intermediate class consists of three juniors, four sophomores, and four fresh-

men. Two freshmen and two juniors
are beginners.
On the male side of the campus the
enrollment of Coach Ray Thompson's
track squad, sixty, only outstrips intra-mural tennis by two, fifty-eight
racket wielders having signed up to
take either P. T. on the courts three
times a week. Varsity and intramuial baseball rank next in the size
of enrollment—twenty-eight men on
the lists as members of Coach
Morey's varsity squad and twenty-one
hopefuls devoting their athletic prowess to the "Twilight League."
An innovation at Bates, a life saving class, held down at the Auburn
Y.M.C.A., occupies the next rung on
the ladder of popularity, twenty-two
men being signed up for it.
Thirteen men comprise the varsity
tennis squad which in popularity
rates sixth place.
There are ten men enrolled in a
class for special exercises. These
men being those whose physical condition prohibits their taking more
arduous exercise.
Six men on campus prefer the leisurely game of golf, while seven are
engaged in spring football.
Be it understood that the number
enrolled is by no means all inclusive.
The lists include mostly freshmen and
sophomores, but many upperclassmen
who have completed their Physical
Education requirements come out and
play for the "sheer love of playing."
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Plssocialed
GoUeeSiate
Press
£l
'
7
"7
Association.
Published
the
physical resurrection."
_.
.,
,
Wednesday during the College Year by
—Professor Robinson.
°f
Students of Bates College. Entered as
at the post office Thursday. April 23—
"French students dress much the
same as American students, but I
must say that the boys wear their
Doing Your Part?
sweaters with the outside on the outfront front."
ALL YOUR NEWSPAPERS—metropolitan dailies, home-town side and the—Anne-Marie
Diebold,
papers, and college weeklies—and most of your magazines
Special Student.
depend on two main items for their composition: news and Saturday. April 25—
"I believe that no Derson who hasn't
editorial material, and advertising.
been in war can understand just what
It has long been an American newspaper's boast that two or he is getting into when he advocates
—Professor Bartlett.
three cents would buy a daily paper, and the colleges can be equally war."
—R. W.
proud of the fact that less than ten cents will buy one of their
1935

Member

I936

Member of New England Intercollea e Xe s

Golle6iate Di6est

er

L^So^SS?"

issues.
The reason for the low cost? Advertising. Actually, it is the
advertisers that make it possible to publish the papers. We've just
finished planning budgets, and talking with the advertisers. From
this experience some interesting figures came to light:
The STUDENT sells for ten cents a single copy. Yearly subscriptions, naturally reduced in price to compensate for less bookkeeping, are two dollars and a half per year, and student subscriptions, under the student activities fee allotment, are approximately
6.2 cents per issue per student—this through the courtesy of the
advertisers.
IF there were no advertisers, and IF there were no increased
expense for type work to fill in space now reserved for advertising,
the subscription price would HAVE to rise to 14.7 cents—without
the possibility of a l'educed yearly rate. A further hypothesis
shows that increased typesetting to fill in the space would make
the cost per copy at least 17.5 cents.
In other words, advertisers save each student about eleven
cents a week, or a total of $3.08 a year.
Furthermore, it is the advertisers who make it possible for the
Publishing Association to sanction a dollar-a-year subscription
plan for members of the graduating class; it is the advertisers
who give the seniors a worth-while opportunity to follow the activities of their proteges after graduation.
Certainly the advertisers are doing their part to give students a
newspaper, to give students an organ of expression, to give graduates a means of keeping in touch with campus activities.
On the other hand, are those benefited doing their part ? Read
the ads carefully this issue. Remember the stores and firms who
advertise in the columns of the STUDENT. Remember what they
are doing for you, and in return at least give them consideration
when purchasing a product which they make or sell.
The advertisers don't and can't ask you to boycott non-advertisers. But when it's a toss-up, why not give the break to someone
who is helping you ? You've heard of "returning favors" time and
again. Here's a chance to return some. At the same time, you'll
be adding evidence to the fundamental business principle of "It
pays to advertise"—which wouldn't be a bad way to help stabilize
the business cycle at that.

Tony Turns The Trick
LAST THURSDAY a solitary individual—tall, blond, with powerful build—alighted from a railroad train in Philadelphia.
Tired from a trip of nearly seven hundred miles, he found
no friend to greet him. Maine to Philly alone.
Friday afternoon, and evening telephones in Lewiston and in
other parts of the country buzzed with queries, "Any word on
Kishon at the Penn Relays?.. .How'd Kishon make out?.. .Second
in the discus? ... Fifth in the shot put? ... Fine ... Thank you."
Friday evening, Bates campus hums with information: "Say,
didja know that Kishon got a second and fifth? . . . Yuh, four
points . . . Gosh, he's good ..."
Friday evening, Philadelphia hotel lobbies discuss the day's
activities, anticipate Saturday's events.
Saturday morning, Franklin Field saturated with athletes from
all over the country. Hammers around and around. Announcements. Bates' Kishon, no longer the lone figure from the North
but now a friend of former foes, receives compliments.
Saturday afternoon, Lewiston's phones hum again. "First in
the hammer? . . . That's final? . . . You're sure? . . . Thank you
VERY much . . . Hey, fellows!" And at 1.55—Hathorn tolls out
its message of victory. Hathorn has had a pleasant task of paying
its tribute to the successive triumphs of Kishon: New Englands,
Penn Relays, I. C. 4-A., dual meets, state meets, and the like.
Aren't we students missing our opportunity ? How about a testimonial? Student Council, it's up to you.
0

Hats Off
In consideration of the general campus opinion of the last week,
we express thanks and congratulations to ALL connected with the
recent improvements in the Commons.

CLUBS
Christian Association
The Bates Christian Association,
which replaces the two individual
"Y" cabinets of the campus, announces its administration for the
year 1936-37 as follows: President,
William Metz; vice-president, Ruth
Jellison; secretary, Ellen Craft; treasurer,
Charles Harms;
publicity,
Courtney Burnap; freshman, Gordon
Williams; peace, Seranush Jaffarian;
Christian outreach, Jean Leslie; conferences and conventions, Helen Dickinson; community service, Geneva
Kirk; social, Marjorie Buck; religion,
Valentine Wilson; economic and social
justice, Robert York. The faculty advisers are Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby and
Mrs. Fred C. Mabee.
The new administration takes office
on their return from the Retreat of
the old and new boards on May 3.
Politics Club
The newly installed officers of the
Politics Club led the regular monthly
meeting in Libbey Forum last evening, April 28. Plans were discussed
for the final meeting of this school
year.
The following members of the
sophomore class were initiated into
the club: Grace Jack, Ellen Craft, Byron Catlin, Courtney Burnap, John
Hutchinson, Carl Mazzarella, and
George Windsor.
Camera Club
Fred Smyth spoke to Camera Club
members on Kodak Park of Rochester, New York, at the regular meeting of the club in Carnegie Hall on
April 24.
By means of illustrations he ex-

From The News
By Burt Reed
ward to the Maryland Democratic PriTrapped Mine-Men
mary on May fourth to see what
Politics, affairs at Washington and head-way anti-New Dealer Col. Henry
the crises ^Europe V^ded «co»d Breckenridge (Lindbergh's lawyer)
place in news interest ^ "iilhons will make against Roosevelt, and to
anxiously awaited the rescue ofthe the California Republican Primary on
three men trapped in a gold mine at the following day, to see if Hearst's
Moose River, N. S.
, . .. r backing has damaged Landon in the
On the 13th of this month, David E.
Robinson, prominent Toronto surgeon, State.
0-0-0-0
Herman Magilland, Charles Scadding
an experienced miner descended the Taxes
old shaft to inspect the property with
Two Tax proposals held the attena view to resume operations. "The tion of the English Speaking World
mess started," as Dr. Robinson wear- last week. Both Uncle Sam and John
ily related, "when the whole top of Bull must raise huge sums of money,
the shaft fell i„ There were heavy the former primarily to meet unemcrashes . . . after another hour it all ployment relief costs and to finance
crashed down. We were all caught primature payment of the Soldiers'
in there."
Bonus as decreed by Congress, the
Rescuers first attempted to clear latter to build guns, tanks, battleships
away the debris and failed. An emer- and airplanes so that Britain may degency shaft was abandoned after two fend her empire against rapidly recave-ins. Ten davs later, the mud arming potential foes.
smeared rescue men after driving
0-0-0-0
their emergency diamond drill one
hundred and forty-one feet into the
Here and There
ground, broke into the cabin where
lay two men and a corpse. The roof Poor Fish
Charles Dantsizen has made use of
of their prison was weak, and caution
was necessary to prevent further dis- a hair-like filament, which is ordiaster. The hole dug by the rescuers narily used in electric light bulbs, as
was barely large enough for ona man a leader to attach the hook to the line.
to climb through. The men were ta'.t-n Its invisibility deceives the fish since
out just in time, it is reported, for the onlv the hook may be seen.
entire mine is sinking rapidly.
Underfed
Young Arch Duke Otto, Hapsburgh
0-0-0-0
pretender to the Throne of Austria,
Politics
who with his ambitious mother, EmThe wheels of the G.O.P. conven- press Zita, and other members of the
tion machine turned a few more cogs ex-Royal family, has long been waitlast week as party heads, gathered in ing in their Belgian Castle for a call
Cleveland, selected a "key noter" and to Vienna, is not getting enough to
a permanent chairman for the big eat, reports a major of the old ImpeJjr.e meeting.
rial Army who visited him. The HapsRepresentative B. H. Smell of New burghs hardly ever have meat,, he
York, House minority leader and a said, and one of the archduchesses has
vigorous and consistent foe of the ad- a hole in her shoe.
ministration, was selected as chairNos. 1 and 2
man.
Senator Fredrick C. Steiwer, OreA reward of five thousand dollars
gon wheat grower and war veteran, was offered by the Department of Jusis mentioned along with Vanderberg tice last week for information leading
and Dickinson as a possible "dark to the capture of Alvin Karpis, listed
horse" candidate and is said to be as Public Enemy No. 1. He is wanted
favored by those who don't like for the Bremer kidnapping and other
Landon.
crimes. There was a rumor that he
Political observers now look for- had been seen near Boston.
plained the processes of developing
films, and the work of camera productions.
Richard Fullerton '38 was installed
as president of the club.
Heelers
A joint meeting of the 4-A Players
and the Heelers Club was rtfild Monday night, April 27, in Hathorn Hall.
After a brief business meeting three
skits were presented which dealt with
the writing of the play "Granite" by
Clemence Dane which I he 4-A Players
will present on Thursday and Friday
evenings.
Louise Geer, r^tupig president of
the Heelers Club, was jn charge of the
program for the meeting. Ruth Waterhouse, Jean Lowry, and Roberta
Smith were in charge of the skits
which were composed by Dorothy
Kennedy.
Phil-Hellenic
The annual Greek Symposi'"n was
held by the Phil-Hellenic Club on
Tuesday evening in Fiske Dining
Hall at 7 o'clock.
Following the banquet, at which
the club members and their guests
were present, the installation of new
officers was held. George Scouffas
'37, the incoming president of PhilHellenic, gave a short address.
The Phil-Hellev.ic Club had as its
guests Pres. and Mrs. Gray, Prof, and
Mrs. Knapp, Prof. Chase, and a number of local Greek people, including
a Greek priest of Lewiston.
Spofford
Professor Paul Whitbeck was the
guest speaker at the regular meeting

of the Spofford Club held last evening,
April 28, in Chase Hall.
Romanticism and Modern Poetry
was the subject which the speaker discussed.
ALUMNI
The Bates Campus was revisited
during the past week by Miss Frances
Harden, Gordon Jones, and Bill Stone,
all of the graduating class of 1935.
Clarence Gould '18 and John Manning '30 found the high school debating tournament too inviting to stay
away. Gould was Mr. Quimby's debating partner at Leavitt Institute,
and both participated in the. first
Maine Interscholastic Debating Tournament held here at Bates.

Bates Graduate To
Teach At U. of Tenn.
Mr. Harold H. Walker '26, who was
the leading man in his graduating
class at Bates, has recently accepted
a position as Instructor of Public
Health at the University of Tennessee. He has also been made a member
of the Health Department 01' that
state.
Mr. Walker will act as supervisor
of a program that has recently been
inaugurated to further health education throughout the entire state.
While at Bates, he maintained an
exceptionally high scholastic record.
He was an assistant in the Biolog}
Department, and after graduating, he
attended the Yale School of Public
Health.

Bates Students Peace Drive
Plan Attending Leader Visits
Tech Exhibition Bates Campus
Manufacturers and Medica Philip Jacobs States View
Colleges and Labs to
to Interested Peace
be Visited
Students
Several carloads of students will
leave the campus on Fridav afternoon
and Saturday morning to attend the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Open House, held from 2 to 10
p. m. on Saturday, May 2. The trip
is under the auspices of the Chemistry, Physics, and Biology Departments.
For the past three years, Bates students have been attending this annual
event at M. I. T. On the first trip,
made by a group of students under
the supervision of Dr. Karl S. Woodcock and Dr. Walter A. Lawrence only
the Open House was attended. On
the last two trips, however, the tendency has been to visit many other
points of special interest in addition.
Last year, through contacts with various Bates graduates, trips were
made through the chemistry laboratories of the Lever Brothers factory,
manufacturers of Rinso, Lux, Lifebuoy, etc., where several Bates graduates are emploved: through the
Raytheon Tube Manufacturing Corporation, makers of radio tubes,
where George Kent is employed; and
through two broadcasting stations.
On the tour next Saturday, the
group plans to make several sidetrips before attending the Open
House in the afternoon visits will be
made to Berger and Sons, manufacturers of surveying instruments, to
the General Electric plant, to the Central Scientific Company, and perhaps
to the Ford Assembly plant in Somerville. Those particularly interested
in chemistry will again visit the
Lever Brothers chemistry laboratories. Members of the group particularly interested in biology or medicine will visit the Agassiz Museum at
Harvard and the various medical colleges in Boston.
The M. I. T. exhibit itself will better illustrate the principles of physics
rather than biology and chemistry, as
engineering consists largely of practical applications of physics. Their
biology exhibit is very similar to the
Jordan Scientific exhibit at Bates. As
in past years, some Bates graduates
who are following post-graduate
studies at M. I. T., will be on hand to
greet Bates visitors to the exhibition.
Gerald Summard is doing graduate
work in chemistry, as is also John Ingram '35.
Dr. Karl S. Woodcock, Dr. William
H. Sawyer, Jr., and Dr. Walter A.

Mr. Philip Jacobs, representative of
the Emergency Peace Campaign, paid
a visit to Bates during the past week,
and presented the purpose of the
Campaign to interested Bates undergraduates.
With the two scourges of war and
unemployment eternally present in
this present age of ours, the Society
of Friends, composed of Philadelphia
Quakers, founded the Emergency
Peace Campaign in 1927.
The chief purpose of the Campaign,
Mr. Jacobs explained, is to arouse
public sentiment against imminent
war, and to encourage modern youths
to meet the emergency in which peace
finds herself in our generation) by
taking active peace measures. The
group maintains the policy of asking
students to give their time now to
prevent war, just as they will be
asked later to give themselves for
war.
The improvement of unemployed
conditions is the main objective of the
American Friends Service Committee,
working in cooperation with the
Emergency Peace Campaign. Since
1934, the Friends Service group has
joined the workers in various fields of
labor in West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
and Tennessee and measures have
been taken for the improvement of
living conditions in those localities.
Maintaining permanent peace is the
main objective of the Society. To this
end, the organization has a platform
which calls for:
(1) Strengthening pacific alternatives to armed conflicts.
(2) Bringing about such political
and economic changes as are essential to a just and peaceable world
order.
(3) Recruiting and uniting in a dynamic movement all organizations
and individuals who are determined
not to approve of or participate in
war.
The facts that people are depression wearv and that militaristic nationalism is spreading makes this
platform exceptionally important to
our generation.
Students wishing to see active service in furthering the peace campaign and in improving unemployment conditions should obtain information from Jean Warring '36 or
Carleton Mabee '36, or by writing to
the American Friends Service Campaign. 20 South 12th Street, PhilaLawrence are conducting the tour delphia.
and furnishing some of the transportation. Although a number of students have already signed up for the Council's activities, including Mr.
trip others interested are asked to Quimby as faculty adviser, are Ersee either Dr. Woodcock, Dr. Saw- nest Robinson '37, President; Margaret McKusick '37, Secretary; Donyer, or Dr. Lawrence.
ald Welch '37, Men's Manager; Harriet Durkee '37, Women's Manager.
As usual Mr. Quimby will hold a
Debating Council Holds supper
party for the members of the
Election Of Officers Debating Council. This year the party
will be held at 7.30 P- m. this evening.
Mr. Quimby has advised those memActive debating having been com- bers who come wearing hob-nailed
pleted for the year, the Debating shoes to be prepared to spend the eveCouncil met Thursday and elected of- ning in the garage where the floor is
ficers. The new directors of the concrete.

Like Pitching--The Secret To
Being Smartly Dressed This
Spring Is In

Pepys Through The Keyhole
Well, well, well, if it isn't dear little
Junior back again after a hard week
spent gathering dirt from all the
crannies and crevices on campus (and
off too).
Dear Pa and Ma: Bob Braddicks of
J. B. won't get gay again in a hurry
if it has the same results it had last
time . . . Tut, tut, Robert ... Don't
believe everything you find in your
mail, either.
Seen at the Freshman Picture:
Dana Hull attempting, we imagine, to
look insignificant and being so much
against having to be in the front row
. . . Junior Hurwitz being asked to be
the class mascot and sit in front . . .
Various fellows quite disappointed in
not being able to stay over on the
co-ed side of the picture . . . Gus
Clough! looking bashful . . . Larry
Doyle who must have thought he was
a freshman entering the scene on a
table.
Residents of Frye Street House
were quite surprised to discover that
their own Marion Jones seems to be
running a kindergarten for there certainly was an intellectual group of
young men in there the other day . . .
Just a bunch of Lewiston High boys
gone wrong, I guess . . . Did you know
that Akers has been seen out in front
of this same girls' dorm in a car? . . .
Hitherto, Bob has just been another
monk who kept on the original
straight and narrow path, but now,
ah! . . . And did you know Slim Williams has fallen? . . .
Lewis Mills, one of Bertram's brilliants, not being content with being
Doc Johnson of past days, must needs
be a Walter Winchell of today and
post the third floor dirt of JayBee on
that floor . . . We learn that the poor
doctor was smited on the head by a
rapidly traveling spheroid over at
baseball practice the other day . . .
Such a catastrophe could not hurt the
doctor, however, as he is above such
things . . .

Weekly Leather Medal: To Miss
Hope Flanders who seems to be after
an out and out record . . . We wish
you, "Good Hunting".
To Pa and Ma—the mike is yours.
Your loving son, Junior.
It's too bad Dot couldn't have been
consistent in showing Seeckts he is
not a lady-killer . . . And Petie Duncan went for the blonde debater, but
was he taken aback when he found
she was only a high-school freshman
. . . Heil Hitler . . . Max comes into his
own and a box of chocolates from
Connie . . . Al, can't you tame those
rowdies? . . . after all, you are the
gentleman of the bunch . . . AnneMarie "sox" the men and women at
Bates ... we wonder what a man
with a sweater on "right side out and
front side to" looks like . . • must we
go to France? . . . "Any rags any
bones, any bottles today" . • • Webber
rummages thru Parker . . • better
watch your old clothes . . • Come join
the smoker at Chase any time, gurrrls
. . . Johnnie Barkis, cuddle your own
. . . Those sophisticated socialites.
Rimmer and McCrav, dine at the Qual
. . . and it is just too, tob utterly, utterly ... Do you understand it, Miss
McDonald? . . . well, explain it then
. . . Libby wept but it was only a cold
. . . May first ushers in the Sophomore Girls' Dance, we hope you remember . . . soft lights and sweet
music plus a very exclusive crowd . . .
litl e neart
and anything eise >'our ent
'
desires . . . Twenty perc
does go
right up in smoke . • oh, yes it does
. . . Aunt Tillie knows . . . Prexy sent
Alice the report on the baseball team
and brought the key to—ahem—his
heart, shall we say • • • "** y°u nave
nine sons in a row, baseball teams
make money, you know", lusty voices
shattered the quiet Friday midnight
helping Mammy keep her sunny side
up . . . Well since you say so and
you're always right . • • Learned at

Chase: Sam thought it was a conference at the University of Maine, but
it turned out to be a formal
at Colby . . . Well, well . . .
and manv strange faces at Chase . . .
Courageous Rockland Nick had only
to get started, it seems . . . Perhaps
Bob Crocker's idea of a date bureau
for timid eds wouldn't be so bad, after all . . . Somebody, we can't remember who, said "The man who
blushes is not quite a brute" . . .
Then there was a man who asked
"Why should the devil have all the
good tunes" . . . when we all love to
dance . . .
You could have seen it at Chase
Brawl . . . Val Wilson was sitting
with the co-eds on the left hand side
of the hall and very few people noticed it . . . Hevings . . . the ethiopian
rainy season . . . and maybe Dinsmore didn't tear up a few trees . . .
Wesmore, you parasite . . . Jason
Lewis didn't know her name and she
just wouldn't tell him . . . When she
asked him to give three reasons why
the light should be turned off ... he
said that it was more conducive to
romance, it lent atmosphere, and it
was—oh well . . . everything is sunny
again . . . The battle rages . . . who is
the best dancer in the senior class . . .
Nigro says he is . . . and Glazer . . .
well ... he says that if he isn't he
should be . . . Kimnach opened the
yachting season and was sailing over
the bounding main ... or he thought
Maine was bounding . . . Fred Martin
smiled but he smiled like mona lisa
. . . because the West Parker pictures
taken by young doc goodwin came
out all too well . . . Hevings . . . Gordon Williams went to Chase and was
he ultra . . . new blazer and that tie
. . . wow! . . . now if Gordon were
here he would say . . . you're just
jealous . . . but if you'll pardon us
saying so, we are like sweet violets.
Good nite dear . . ,

Mixing
Them
Up
The odd jacket and
odd slacks combination is the economical way to dress
right for all but the
most formal occasions this spring
and summer.

Sport Jackets
Flannel Slacks
New Duke of Kent Shirts
Bow Ties

$9.95 arM| $12.95
$3.95 and $500
$1.65 to $2.50
65c

Corner Ash and Lisbon Streets, Lewiston

-
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Bates Pastimers Chased By Tough Luck On Boston Trip
Team Returns Freshmen Squeeze
Victory From
From Tour Of Out
Rumford, 68-58
Baseball Losses

SPORTS SHOTS
By Barney Marcus

The Freshman track team had
things their own way in yesterday's
track meet, taking nine firsts to open
the outdoor track season.
George Lythcott, with two firsts
and a second, led the way for the
Freshmen, while Arsenault was outstanding for Rumford. The score,
68-58, opened the way for a clean
looking slate. With such a galaxy of
Bates returned from a rather dis- stars as Lythcott, Hull, Wallace,
astrous trip to Boston on the short Briggs and others there is ho reason
end of three baseball games. The why the wins shouldn't continue.
high hurdles Won by Hull.
Garnet nine was taken over by B:120-yard
second. Cerri. R; third. Arsenault,
Northeastern 11-9; by B. U. 16-6; and R. Time 27 seconds
100-yard dash—Won by Hatehey. R;
by N. H. 9-2. Surprisingly enough
Bates played its best game against second. Woodbury, B; third, Bronste-in,
Time—10 4-10 second's.
N. H. which was bv far the best team R. Mile
run First. Wallace. B; second.
Downing. B; third. Barry. R. Time—
of the three.
4-5.
Bates) started off in great style 4:53
High jump—First. Arsenault. R; secagainst Northeastern by scoring 3 ond,
Cerri. R; third. Hull, B. Height—
runs in the first inning. Johnson and 5 feet 4 inches.
Discus—First.
Dodge. B; second. BulGillis aided considerably with baseR; third, Briggs. B. Distance—98
blows. Northeastern tied up the score ger.
1 inch.
by crossing the plate in the third, feet
Shot put—First. Bulger. R: second.
fourth, and fifth innings, while Bates Denholm. R; third. Briggs. B. Distance
feet 3 1-2 inches.
apparently put the game on ice by —42
440-yard run First Lythcott. B; sec.
scoring 2 runs in the 6th and 4 runs ond.
Hatehey. R; third, Gove. B. Time
in the 7th.
—53 2-6.
Broad Jump—First, Dooley. R: secHowever, Northeastern put a short ond,
tie. Canavan. B. and Arsenault. R.
end to Bates' lead by scoring 8 runs Distance—20 feet 8 1-2 Inches.
in the 8th inning. Meehan, husky
880-yard run—First. Bridges. R; secfirst baseman, opened up the inning ond. MacBean. R; third. Duwors, B.
Time—2
min. 11 sec.
with a single and closed the same in220-yard—First. I*ythcott. B; second.
ning with a two run single into cen- Hatehey, R; third. Woodbury. B. Time
ter field. Verdelle Clark, elongated —23.5 seconds.
vault—First. Cerri. R; second,
right-hander who had relieved Bob tie.PoleArsenault.
and Dooley. R.
Malone, was the victim of .most of Height—10 feet 3 R.inches.
this barrage while Bob Darling, who
Low hurdles—First, Hull, B; second.
licked Northeastern last year, was in Lythcott, B; third. Dooley, 'R. Time—
28.1
seconds.
the box for the last two runs.
Hammer throw—First. Briggs. B;
second.
Wilder. B: third. Bulger. R.
Captain Bill Callahan collided with
133 feet 4 inches.
Bennett in a force play at second and Distance
Javelin First. Clough. B; second.
was forced to retire with a leg injury. Reiner.
B; third. Arsenault. R. Distance
He will likely be out of action for
146 feet 4 inches.
10 days.
B. U. gave Bates a good shellacking the following day, beating them
16-6. Bates could never get going
while B. U. had a good day. The Bobcats bunched three hits in the sixth
Next Friday Bates will welcome to
for three runs, nailed another marker
in the seventh, while Bill Johnson's its campus an invading host of picked
lone homer to right accounted for the men from the combined schools of
Edward Little, Gardiner, and other
final brace of runs in the ninth.
In the meanwhile Boston hit Ather- high schools. It will be remembered
ton and Webster rather hard. Bob that this invasion occurred once beGibson garnered five safeties out of fore with little success. The freshsix trips to lead the Terriers. Tune/1 man track squad is prepared to meet
pitched good ball giving Bates one the brunt of this attack. Although
hit in the first five innings. He also the Bobkittens are weak in the jumphelped his team considerably by hit- ing events and lack second place point
winners in the running distances,
ting safely three times.
Against N. H. Bates played the best Coach Thompson has pinned his hope
ball on the trip but were up against on the ability of sure winners such as
one of the best collegiate teams in the Lythcott, Hull, and Wallace, who are
East, as well as one of the best pitch- major factors in the success of the
ers in collegiate baseball in the per- freshmen.
The first outdoor meet brought into
sonage of Lefty Weir. Weir was in
great form and gave Bates 4 hits and the limelight new potential point winone walk in nine innings. Malone
pitched good ball but was not able to
hold the N. H. heavy stickers at bay.

Thanks, Profs
Probably you have believed at one time or other that the Profs are a bad
sort—that they try to make life miserable for you. But they really aren t
like that. In fact they have your interests at heart. Last week you may have

Victims of B.U., N.U., and
N.H.,Get Experience
For State Series

Freshmen Tracksters
Hosts To High Schools

W.A.A.
NEWS

After the quiet winter season ending with a ping pong tournament won
by Helen Carter, and the Health
Week managed by Ida Miller, A. A.
begart its spring season of tennis,
speedball, hiking, and riding. There
seems to be a chance for everyone.
Speedball includes all those interested in the team sport. All the
classes are preparing for the final
Garnet and Black games. Tennis, besides the co-ed tournament, has the
regular girls' tournament starting
this week. Muriel Tomlinson was the
winner last year. The finals of this
will be held on playday.
Riding has gained quite a lot of interest this year. Put on your habit
and ask Lois Wells for information.
Hiking is still going strong. A five
mile hike a week is fine for your
figure.
Are you earning your training
awards? Don't cut the corners. Be
fair to the ones who are really keeping the rules.
ners in events that could not be
staged in the cage. Reiner and Clough
have distinguished themselves in the
Javelin throw. Canavan has recuperated enough from his hand injury to
offer competition in the broad jump
and Lythcott, who is noted for his
sprinting ability, has. turned his
attention to another event—the 220
low hurdles.
All in all, the prowess of th^se
starters should worry the best of any
high school cinder man, and if the
smooth running continues Coach
Thompson should give a sigh of relief
for future years.

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
67 College St.

LAUNDRY CASE
REFILLS

Lewiston, Me.

Golf Men To Play Tennis Men Work
jOn Riverside Links For Maine Match
Next Saturday
In Spring Season
Onc,e more the turf and s,and win
fly at the Riverside Golf Course, for
through the efforts of Coach Buck
Spinks and John Garrity '37, the
course has been made available to
Bates students again. If fifty students
sign up for the sport, which has been
added to the Physical Education
credit list, a blanket membership will
be granted to the school. Both men
and women will be allowed to participate under this year's arrangement.
With prospects of a pretty good
team composed of Nick Pellicani, Nils
Lennartson, Charles Cooke, and Bob
Fish, plus several freshmen who are
as yet of undetermined quality, Bates
hopes possibly to be represented in a
state meet against Maine, Colby, and
Bowdoin. Last year Bates students
took part in the tournament, but they
were not sent as representatives oi
the college.
Although Cooke may spend most of
his time in getting ready for the outdoor track season and pole vaulting,
he will nevertheless be one of the
mainstays of the golf team.

Coach Buschmann
Promising

Polishes

Squad;

Shipped prepaid anywhere in
New England or New York

Abbott Box Co.
258 West First Street
Boston
Massachusetts

MERRILL
& WERBER
COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

ofhis free of charge. And then that he donned boots and overalls and started the planting of the trees. Norm Ross, our bursar, then continued the
planting, aided by several students. And if you saw these members of the
One of the largest and most enfaculty and administrative staff's dirty from head to foot, you probably would
thusiastic squads in tennis is working
have realized that they aren't such bad fellows after all.
out this spring under Coach BuschTony Achieves Again
mann in anticipation of the first
A first, a second. ar.I a fifth. Once college has done more in spreading
match of the season with the Univeragain Tony Kishon's name goes down the name of Bates across the country.
sity of Maine on the home courts on
Anyone
who
is
the
slightest
interested
in the records of winners at the Penn
Saturday afternoon at the same time
Relays. Once again Tony Kishon's in athletics has heard of Kishon's
as the Bates-Boston Y.M.C.A. track
name is deeper impressed in the rec- achievements in the New Englands,
ord of those who have done things- Penn Relays, I.C.A.A.A.A.'s, and the
meet.
big things—for Bates. Undoubtedly National Intercollegiates. Mounting
Although there has been no selecno other man in the history of the successes—still they continue.
tion of players for the match on acCharge It to Experience
count of the poor outdoor conditions
Scores, scores, scores. 11-9, 16-6, 9-2. They do tell a story that the Garnet
which have postponed the coach's denine lost three ball games. But they don't tell the whole story. They don't
cision, the returning letter men are
tell of valuable experience received by every member of the squad who made
Captain Howie Buzzell, Burt Reed,
the trip. They don't tell of the fine pitching done by some of our hurlers.
football end, Don Casterline, Louis
They don't tell of the injury received by Captain Callahan which necessitated
Revey, a much improved player,
many changes in the personnel of the club. They don't tell of the fine hitting
Jimmy Carter, a member of last
done by freshman Johnson. They don't tell of the fun enjoyed by every
year's aggregation, and Arnold Kenmember of the squad which partially atones for the drudgery of daily pracseth.
tice. No, scores don't tell the whole story.
Milton Nixon, a promising freshWe Are Told That:
man, who captained Hebron Academy's strong team last year, is fightEd Flynn of Brockton, all-scholas- ate ball field in the East . .. . Les
ing for a hiph berth on the team. He
tic basketball player, is interested in Hutchinson is planning to come out
may even play Number 1 position if
Bates . . . Bill Johnson is over 30 for track . . . Johnson is hitting %bout
he shows up well on the outdoor
years old and has been married 12 .450 so far . . . Bergeron walked 10
years . . . Al Bell's 197 ft. 25 in. jave- out of 15 times at bat the first three
Come on, you tennis fans! Here's courts with the slower bounoe than
lin toss against Springfield would games . . . Larry Johnson may come a chance for eds, co-eds, and profes- the gym floor.
have taken the Penn Relay event . . . back to school next fall ... as may sors to get together for some real
Little is known ot Maine's team
New Hampshire has the best collegi- Pickering . . .
fun. Expert or not, everybody is wel- which will come to Lewiston Saturday. Last year they had a finalist
come.
planting four hundred jnne trees at
The Women's Athletic Association, in the singles by the name of Perkins
who will be a great help to them if he
both ends of Garcelon field to make a in co-operation with the men's side is out for the team this year. Anof
the
campus,
is
sponsoring
a
co-ed
wall of pine that will eventually endoubles tournament to begin next other good player is Wadley who
close all the field.
Monday. The dead-line for register- scored many a Maine victory last
Small trees, dwarfed by the half a ing will be Saturday noon, May 2. season.
Spectators who fir many years century elms and oaks, have been set Professors are invited to sign with
have enjoyed Bates sports contests out this spring in places where it was their wives or singly. One court on
from the "outside looking in" will en- necessary to cut down d'seased or each side of the campus will be redead giants. The plan is to replace served entirely for participants. The
joy that economical pastime for a a tree where one is removed thus al- time for playing off matches will be
very few years to come. Campus ways preserving the beauty of the posted. For anv further information.
see Muriel Tomlinson. Frye Street
workmen were busy this last week campus.
WARD BROS
House, and Howard Becker, W. P. H.

Eds, Co-eds, And Profs
To Have Tennis Meet

Campus Workmen
Do Spring Planting

WARD'S

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUBURN

LEWISTON

RX\T
•

*▼ •

CJ ARK

vJLyrVIVJV

Registered Druggist

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE

pure pruKS and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Corner Baies and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

A LIGHT SMOKE

I smoke for pleasure,
my minds at rest
I smoke Luckies
a Light Smoke of rich,
ripe-bodied tobacco
" it's toasted

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR
EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

Recent chemical tests show*

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monumental Works

that other popular brands
have an excess of acidity
over Lucky Strike of from
53StolOO%.

6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
Telephone 4634-R

•SHUt'S V EBIHED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL
UtitMATOaiB AND ttHADCH SHOW .

Exeat* of Acidity of OMior Popular Brand* Over lucky Strike Cigarette*

__J__. 3 .... 3

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
INC.
193 MIDDLE STREET
SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY
AGENT
DICK LOOMIS '37

HCKieS-"IT'S TOASTED
Your throat protection -against irri
Copyright 1936. Tne American Tobacco Company

Five

Veterans Out

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO

Do you send your Laundry
HOME?
If you do, you will want to
order your
Laundry Case Refills Now
Four refills neatly packed in a
convenient master case for
only one dollar

Off

\x\h\ cough
vvY- V \
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Partridge '38 Writes
No Classes May 9th On Several Changes
Women's Annual
Student jGovernment
Christian
Ass'n
Outing Club Will
flit
Song
For
Bobcats
Account
Of
State
Meet
Z Conference At^Orono
To Hold Retreat
For Next Year May Breakfast To
Hold Several Trips'
Donald Partridge, tenor saxoThe administration has set
Carol Wade '37 newly-elected presiBe Held May 2
At Winthrop, Me. aside
Among other important changes,
In Near Future dent of Student Government, and phonist of the Bates Bobcats, has
May 9, Saturday, as an offianother history instructor will be
Jeannette Walker '37 have been
At a meeting of the directors of the chosen to attend the annual Student
Bates Outing Club, April 22, a spring Government Conference at the Unischedule for trips was Hwwn up. They versity of Maine from April 30 to
are- a Sabattus Cabin trip, a hike up May 2.
The main speaker of the week end
Saddleback Mountain, also canoe
will be Professor Wunderlicht of Bentrips, and a cruise on Casco Bay.
nington College, Vermont, who will
Sabattus Trip
speak on the "Experiment in Student
Next Sunday, May 3, a trolley car Government in Bennington" and "The
will leave Chase Hall after dinner for Part of Women in European Politics".
a co-educational trip to the Henry The entire program will include disRich Cabin at Sabattus. The cost will cussions of the problems of Student
be twenty-five cents.
Government.
Saddleback Mountain Trip
May 10th, there will be a co-edu- W. A. A. RUMMAGE
cational hike to Saddleback Mountain
SALE TO BE FRIDAY
near Rangeley. This is one of the
most interesting Maine mountains, according to the club's former presiThe Women's Athletic Association
dent, "Ace" Bailey. The hike will be is sponsoring a rummage sale, May 1,
on the Appalachian Trail, this sec- on Chestnut street. It is especially
tion of which may be the part that hoped that the flood sufferers will be
the Bates Outing Club will keep in able to find suitable clothing in their
condition in the future. Cost, seventy- stock. All the co-ed dorms are being
five cents.
canvassed and quite a collection of
Canoe Trips
worn and outgrown clothing ha.s been
A women's canoe trip may be ar- gathered together. It is chiefly in
ranged in the near future by Ruth charge of the retiring members of the
Jelhson and Professor Walmsley. board and is, in that sense, a farewell
Also a men's canoe trip is to be ar- gesture. The proceeds will go to the
ranged by "Ace" Bailey. It is hoped White House. The committee into have this trip on Belgrade Lakes. cludes Dorothy Wheeler '36, ChairIt will be an all-Maine college trip man, Valeria Kimball '36, Ruth Web' with men from other Maine college ber '36, and Connie Redstone '36.
outing clubs participating.
islamds. There will be dancing on
Memorial Day Cruise
board during the trip back. Last year
Plans are beine made for the an- one hundred and seventy-five went.
nual cruise in Casco Bay on Satur- This year a larger group will be exday, May 30th. A special train will pected. The cost for the entire outleave Lewiston for Portland and then ing will be one dollar.
the #roup will transfer to a special
boat chartered from the Casco Bay
Line. The cruise viill be in and
around the many beautiful islands of
the famous Casco Bay. Besides the
cruise there will be swimming,
games, and a clambake on one of the

written a new snappy song which
he calls "Swingstomp", a featured number at the Chase Hall
dances. He has also arranged
the music for the "Medley at
Dawning" which is composed of
four songs and regularly used by
the Bobcats. "At Dawning",
"Trees", "Japanese Sandman",
and "When Day is Done" are the
numbers of the medley.

A novel Retreat will be held by the
Christian Associations this year in
that the affair will be attended by
both the men and women who have
served on the Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A..
Cabinets in the past year besides the
newly-elected members to serve on
the one joint Cabinet of the coming
year.
The Retreat will be held at Winthrop, rather than the customary
camn at Monmouth. and will extend
over the ordinary period of time, from
Saturday noon to Sunday evening.
May 2 and 3.

Lambda Alpha To
Have Farewell Party Student Volunteers
Meet At Bangor
The Lambda Alpha Societv will give
a Farewell Party for its senior members on Tuesdav evenine-. May 5.
The committee in charge of the
program is headed by Margaretta
Butler '37, with assistants, Esta
Isaacson '37, Cora Meservey '37, and
Eleanor Walsh '38.

Bates Joins Colleges
In N. Y. Conference

The Student Volunteer Association
of Maine colleges held its annual
meeting at Bangor Theological Seminary, Bangor, on April 25 and 26.
Dr. Marion J. Hradshaw, professor
of religion at the Seminary, was the
principal speaker.
Students from
Bates who attended the conference
were: Jean Leslie, Katherine Emig,
Jean Lowrv. Anne-Marie Diebold,
Helen Dickinson, K. Hirasawa, and
Dr. Fred Mabee.

Ellen Craft '38 and William Metz
'37, secretary and president, respectively, of the Bates Christian Association, were Bates delegates along
with twenty-eight other campus
leaders of New England colleges on a
trip to New York City last week-end.

The Publishing Association, in
charge of electing the officers of the
1937 Mirror Staff, met Monday afternoon, and after the regular business
was disposed of, elected as Editor-inChief, Arnold Kenseth '37, and as
Business Manager, Donald Welch '37.

cial! holiday, so that students may
be able to attend the State Meet
at Orono on that day. The announcement was made this week
by Harry W. Rowe. The track
meet will begin in the morning
with try-outs and in the afternoon beginning at 1.30 the finals
in all events will take place.

The annual May breakfast sponadded to the Bates faculty next year,
it was announced in view of the fact sored by the Y.W.C.A. and the W.A.A.
organizations will be held on May 2
that preliminary registration for the at seven o'clock in the morning on
next semester will be held May 5-15. the top of Mt. David.
The name of the new instructor will
Co-eds will either have to get up
early enough to hike to the mountain
be announced in June.
This addition means that Professor I top or start the day off without breakHovey and the new instructor will | fast as no meal will be served in the
Fiske Dining Hall.
conduct all history courses. ProfesWith the kind co-operation of Miss
sor Gould, who at present conducts a Roberts, dietitian, the arrangements
course in American history, will in- for a full course breakfast are being
made by Ruth Jellison and Margaret
struct in government only.
Social Science 101, now required of Melcher.
freshmen, will not be offered next
Mrs. Gray's birthday tea for the
The Freshman Sport Dance Comyear. Instead newcomers may elect
girls and faculty women who were
mittee,
of which John King is chaira course under the direction of the man, announced
yesterday that the
born in April was held on April 24, at
new instructor, covering the period in dance would be held on May 16 in
her home.
European history from the fall of the Chase Hall. The Bobcats will furIn honor of the hostess' birthday, Roman Empire to the twentieth cen- nish the music for the affair.
which also is in April, the girls pre- tury.
A course of instruction covering the
sented her with a bouquet of springnineteenth century of European hislike flowers.
tory, under Dr. Hovey, will be added
The faculty guests included Mrs. to the curriculum.
Pomeroy, Miss Dora Roberts, Miss
Commenting on the above changes,
I,ena Walmsley, Miss Mildred Fisher, President Gray remarked, "People are
and Mrs. Foster. The students in- making history faster than we can organize courses."
cluded Erna Berzin '36, Frances LinA Phase of Preventive Medicine
College Men find in it unusual
neham '36, Selma Shapiro '36, Cora
opportunities for a career
Meservey '37, Isabel Butterfield '37,
HARVARD
UNIVERSITY
Mary Metz '37, Marjorie Buck '37,
is for
DENTAL
SCHOOL
Marnaret Bennett '38, Elizabeth KadA competent count ol preparMioa for
japerooni '38, Helen Dickson '38, EveBATES STUDENTS
the dental profession. A "Class A"
School. Writ* for catalog**.
lyn Jones '38, Ruth Butler '39, Helen
LEROYM.S. MINER. O.M.D.. M.D.. Dssa
Cary '39 Joyce Smith '39, Wilma
Drop in between classes
Dsptt. IIS Lsnj.Md An.. Bsstes. Msss.
Hatch '3G.

April Birthday Tea
Held On Last Friday

• THE NEW

DENTISTRY

The College Store

Fred L. Tower Companies
... PRINTING ...
Quality - Better Than Good
Service - Excellent
165 MIDDLE ST. - PORTLAND, ME.

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent, Joe Biernacki

THE BLUE LINE
li'nl-iim - Rum/ord - Farmington
I.v. I.EWISTON
7: ir. ii. in.. 10:05 a.m., Ii30p.m., 5:00 p.m.
LT. RCHFORU
7:35 a.m.. 9:55 a.m., 1:20 p.m., 4:50 p.m.
I-v. FAKHINGTON
7:33 a.m., 9:53 a.m., 1:18 p.m., 4:48 p.m.

the SANTA MARIA
Columbus' Flag Ship

Turgeon Jewelers
Sign of Big Chime Clock
80 Lisbon St.

-
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Lewiston, Me.
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A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

the ship that
brought Columbus
to America
.. andtobacco
to the world

GEORGE A. ROSS
ELM STREET
Bates 1904

College
Pharmacy
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

History tells us that
DROP INTO

The QualityShop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silox Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

.. andnow
throughout the world
smokers are saying

We can show you a varied
selection of
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
HAND BAGS
Leather Bill Folds
Book Ends - Clocks

Barnstone-Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON - MAINE
© 1936,

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

when Christopher Columbus' sailors
took tobacco back home with them
everybody hailed it as one of the first
new pleasures in years.
Today tobacco gives more pleasure
to more people than ever before.
Many different claims are made for
tobacco, but most everybody agrees
on this . . .
Smoking is a pleasure and the
cigarette is the mildest and purest
form in which that pleasure can
be enjoyed.

